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AGENDA 

 

GOVERNANCE AND AUDIT COMMITTEE TRADING ACTIVITIES SUB 
GROUP 

 

Friday, 1 March 2013 at 3.00 pm Ask for: Andrew Tait 
Wantsum Room, Sessions House, County 
Hall, Maidstone 

Telephone: 01622 694342 

   
Tea/Coffee will be available 15 minutes before the meeting 

 
Membership (3) 
 
Conservative (2): Mr R L H Long, TD and Mr C T Wells 

 
Liberal Democrat (1): Mr T Prater 

 
UNRESTRICTED ITEMS 

(During these items the meeting is likely to be open to the public) 
 

Item  

1 Substitutes  

2 Declarations of Interest by Members for items on the agenda  

3 Minutes - 28 September 2012 (Pages 1 - 4) 

4 Statutory Accounts for those companies in which KCC has an interest (Pages 5 - 
104) 

5 Dissolution of Kent Cultural Trading and Kent on Canvas (Pages 105 - 108) 

6 Progress report on the transformation programme to re-align Commercial 
Services following external review of its activities (Pages 109 - 118) 

7 EduKent Progress Report (Pages 119 - 122) 

8  Motion to exclude the public  

 That under Section 100A of the Local Government Act 1972 the public be 
excluded from the meeting on the grounds that it involves the disclosure of 
Exempt information as defined in Paragraph 3 of Schedule 12A of the Act. 
 
 
 
 
 

EXEMPT ITEMS 
(During these items the meeting is likely NOT to be open to the public)  

 

9 Edukent progress report (Pages 123 - 158) 

 



Peter Sass 
Head of Democratic Services  
 (01622) 694002 
 
Thursday, 21 February 2013 
 
Please note that any background documents referred to in the accompanying papers 
maybe inspected by arrangement with the officer responsible for preparing the relevant 
report. 
 
 



KENT COUNTY COUNCIL 
 

 

GOVERNANCE AND AUDIT COMMITTEE TRADING ACTIVITIES 
SUB GROUP 

 
MINUTES of a meeting of the Governance and Audit Committee Trading Activities 
Sub Group held in the Swale 3, Sessions House, County Hall, Maidstone on Friday, 
28 September 2012. 
 
PRESENT: Mr R L H Long, TD (Chairman), Mr T Prater and Mr C T Wells 
 
ALSO PRESENT: Mr J D Simmonds and Mr B J Sweetland 
 
IN ATTENDANCE: Mr A Wood (Corporate Director of Finance and Procurement), 
Mrs C Head (Chief Accountant), Mr G Record (Finance and Procurement Officer), 
Ms N Major (Interim Head of Internal Audit), Mr M Austerberry (Corporate Director, 
Environment and Enterprise), Mr I McPherson (Managing Director Commercial 
Services), Mr L Coulson (Head Of Strategic Finance), Mr D Jackson (Planning 
Director Commercial Services), Mr M Hyland (Executive Officer EKO LLP) and 
Mr A Tait (Democratic Services Officer) 
 

UNRESTRICTED ITEMS 
 
7. Minutes - 4 July 2012  
(Item 3) 
 
RESOLVED that the Minutes of the meeting held on 4 July 2012 are correctly 
recorded and that they be signed by the Chairman. 
 
8. Protocol relating to companies in which KCC has an interest  
(Item 4) 
 
(1)  The Corporate Director of Finance and Procurement invited approval of two 
minor amendments to the Protocol. The first of these was the addition of a final 
sentence to paragraph 7 (d) to read: “Where a company adopts its own policies, 
assurance must be provided that adequate policies and procedures are in place, with 
particular reference to anti-fraud and corruption.”  
 
(2)   The second change proposed by the Corporate Director of Finance was the 
insertion of a new paragraph 7 (e) to read: “that appropriate due diligence has been 
completed which must include an evaluation of the background, experience and 
reputation of the company and/or the proposed and existing directors.”  
 
(3)  RESOLVED that the Governance and Audit Committee be recommended to 

approve the proposed amendments to the Protocol set out in paragraphs (1) 
and (2) above.    
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9. East Kent Opportunities LLP  
(Item 5) 
 
(1)  The Executive Officer EKO LLP reported on East Kent Opportunities LLP 
which was founded in 2008 as a Joint Arrangement (JANE) with Thanet DC in order 
to bring forward the economic development and regeneration of the Sites known as 
Eurokent and Manston Business Park.  The key aim over the next 12 months was to 
promote a major outline mixed-use planning application for commercial, community 
and retail development and up to 550 new homes on the Eurokent site.  
 
(2)  In response to a question from Mr Wells, the Executive Officer EKO LLP said 
that the figure of £183,895 for Legal and Professional Administration Expenses in 
2012 consisted mainly of the pre-application costs, including the public consultation 
process.  The Spine road costs of £163,323 for the same year represented interest 
on the construction costs (spread over two years).  He agreed to provide further 
details to the Panel Members following the meeting.  He also agreed to clarify the 
relationship between EKO LLP and Employ Thanet. 
 
(3)  RESOLVED that subject to (2) above, the contents of the report be noted for 

assurance together with the East Kent Opportunities LLP Annual Report and 
Financial Statements for 2011/12 appended to the report.   

 
10. KCC's dormant companies  
(Item 6) 
 
(1)  The Corporate Director of Finance and Procurement reported on the County 
Council’s dormant companies. He explained that “Produced In Kent” was very likely 
to take the decision not to dissolve the domain name “kentishfare.co.uk” but to 
transfer ownership of that name to itself.  
 
(2)  RESOLVED that the report be noted for assurance, including the progress in 

dissolving the County Council’s dormant companies.  
 
11. KCC's Limited Companies 2011/12 Statutory Accounts  
(Item 7) 
 
(1)  The Corporate Director of Finance and Procurement presented the latest 
available Statutory Accounts for those companies in which KCC had an interest.   
 
(2)  The Interim head of Internal Audit explained that an accountant had been 
employed to produce 2011/12 accounts for Kent Cultural Trading Ltd.   She would 
ascertain whether accounts for this company had been produced for 2010/11 when it 
had been largely dormant.  
 
(3)  The Sub-Group agreed to meet again in February 2013 in order to review the 
2011/12 accounts of all those companies where only the 2010/11 accounts were 
currently available and that it would thereafter meet in February each year in order to 
consider the final Statutory Accounts.  
 
(4)  RESOLVED that in respect of those companies in which the County Council 

has an interest:- 
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(a)  the latest available Statutory Accounts be noted for assurance;  
 
(b)  a further meeting of the Sub-Group be held in February 2013 to review 

the 2011/12l Statutory Accounts for those companies where only the 
2010/11 accounts are currently available; and  

 
(c)  the Sub-Group will consider the final Statutory Accounts for those 

companies in February each year.  
 
12. Re-alignment of Commercial Services structure following external review 
of its activities.  
(Item 8) 
 
(1)  Mr B J Sweetland, Cabinet Member for Environment, Highways and Waste 
explained that Commercial Services was a non-budget funded division of the County 
Council which funded itself from income generated by its own activities. It had made 
a net return to the County Council of £7m for the year 2011/12.  
 
(2)  Mr Sweetland had taken over responsibility for Commercial Services in May 
2011 and had asked the Corporate Director to commission a review.  This review had 
been undertaken by BDO and Eversheds and had identified areas for improvement in 
terms of transparency, particularly in respect of its ability to demonstrate the arms-
length nature of the business.  
 
(3)  The Corporate Director, Environment and Enterprise said that following an 
individual assessment of Commercial Services’ 26 business units, it had been 
decided to reconfigure them into 5 client-facing divisions.  A Board had been 
established by the County Council in December 2011, consisting of Cabinet 
Members (Mr Gough, Mr Simmonds and Mr Sweetland) and senior officers.  
 
(4)  The Managing Director, Commercial Services informed the Panel that each 
member of staff in Commercial Services contributed on average £8,000 and an 
overall reduction in Council Tax per household equating to @  £22 per person per 
year.  84% of its turnover was from clients outside County Council controlled 
budgets.  It was now appropriate to develop a simpler and more effective structure 
away from KCC. The staff were fully engaged and supportive, and discussions with 
the Trade Unions had been constructive.  
 
(5)  The Managing Director, Commercial Services then explained that the proposal 
was to simplify the current operating model from managing under five limited 
companies to two specific company structures.  One would be a “Teckal”-compliant 
company, trading exclusively with the County Council. The other would enable 
Commercial Services to trade with the wider public and private sector under the 
auspices of Section 95 of the Local Government Act 2003.   The client-facing 
divisions would continue as before, covering the areas of Education, Energy, Care, 
Employment and Direct Services.  
 
(6)  The Managing Director, Commercial Services replied to Members’ questions 
by saying that it would be inappropriate to bring EduKent under the Commercial 
Services umbrella as it was a customer-led company which did not operate in order 
to make money.  Commercial Services, in contrast, was a customer-focussed 
operation.  The only “Teckal” businesses operating would be those that could 
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demonstrate value for money.  In future, all monies would be accounted for in a 
single set of figures. The two companies would therefore account for the entire 
Commercial Services turnover.  
 
(7)  Mr Sweetland said that the new structure would enable Commercial Services 
to demonstrate that it was not being cross-subsidised by the County Council.  This 
question had previously been blurred in the public mind.  He added that although 
there were two companies which had consistently raised doubts about Commercial 
Services’ method of operation, there were more than 60 others which had been 
helped by its work.  It was not only necessary to comply with all rules, laws and 
regulations, it was also essential to be able to clearly demonstrate this.    
 
(8)  RESOLVED to note the report on the re-alignment of the Commercial Services 
company structure following external review of its activities.   
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By:  John Simmonds, Cabinet Member for Finance & Business Support 
  Andy Wood, Corporate Director of Finance & Procurement  

To:  Governance and Audit Committee Trading Activities Sub Group - 1 March 

2013 

Subject:  Statutory Accounts for those companies in which KCC has an interest  

Classification: Unrestricted   

Summary: To present 2011/12 Statutory Accounts that were not available for review at 

the G & A Trading Activities Sub Group meeting on 28 September 2012, and to provide 

an update on the dissolution of KCC’s dormant companies.  

FOR ASSURANCE 

INTRODUCTION 

1. At the G & A Trading Activities Sub Group meeting on 28 September 2012, Members 

received copies of the latest available Statutory Accounts for those companies in 

which KCC has an interest, and agreed that a further meeting of the Sub Group be 

held in February / March 2013 to review the 2011/12 Statutory Accounts for those 

companies where only the 2010/11 accounts were currently available. 

2. Also, at the Sub Group meeting on 28 September 2012, Members were informed that 

the requisite steps had been set in train during July / August 2012 to dissolve, where 

appropriate, KCC’s dormant companies. 

3. This report presents 2011/12 Statutory Accounts (attached) for 6 companies that were 

not available for review on 28 September 2012, and provides an update on the 

dissolution of KCC’s dormant companies. 

2011/12 STATUTORY ACCOUNTS  

4. The table below shows the key financial highlights with respect to 2011/12 Statutory 

Accounts (attached) that were not available for review at the G & A Trading Activities 

Sub Group meeting on 28 September 2012.  
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Company Name Financial 

Year 

 

Turnover / 

Income 

£k 

Profit/(Loss) 

before Tax 

£k 

Retained 

Profit/(Loss) 

£k 

Net 

Assets 

£k 

Association of Tourist 

Attractions in Kent Ltd 

(see Note 1) 

2011/12 - - - - 

Groundwork Kent & 

Medway (see Note 2) 

2011/12 953.2 N/A (76.5) 124.8 

Aylesham & District 

Community Workshop 

Trust 

2011/12 183.3 N/A (29.0) 1,873.7 

The North Kent 

Architecture Centre Ltd 

2011/12 

(Abbreviated 

Accounts) 

N/A N/A N/A 61.0 

Visit Kent Ltd 2011/12 1,431.5 2.2 2.1 164.2 

Trading Standards 

South East Ltd 

2011/12 

Abbreviated 

Accounts) 

N/A N/A N/A 28.1 

Business Support Kent 

Community Interest 

Company (see Note 3) 

2011/12 3,922.0 (108.7) (108.9) 309.9 

Note 1 – The 2011/12 Statutory Accounts for the Association of Tourist Attractions in 

Kent Ltd will be available from end June 2013. 

Note 2 – Re. Groundwork Kent & Medway, the loss of £76.5k in 2011/12 contrasts with a 

surplus of £42.7k in 2010/11.  The Statutory Accounts state that, “2011/12 was an 

incredibly difficult year, with it becoming increasingly difficult to secure the required work 

needed to secure our predicted surplus.  This was further compounded by the need to 

restructure…………..and as part of this the Finance Manager’s post was made 

redundant.  Going forward, in response to the strategic direction set up in the Federation 

[of Groundwork Trusts, of which Groundwork Kent & Medway is a member] and to meet 

the extremely challenging funding climate, the Trust [Groundwork Kent & Medway] is 

working towards merging with those Trusts forming the new Groundwork South.  This 

new Trust will incorporate Groundwork Thames Valley, Groundwork Solent and elements 

of Groundwork South West.  Hopefully this merger will be in place at the beginning of the 

next financial year in April 2013 and will mean Groundwork in Kent has an infrastructure 

to meet these challenges and a range of products to be both competitive but also deliver 

the services that reflect the charity’s commitment to local people”. 

Note 3 – Business Support Kent Community Interest Company’s 2011/12 Statutory 

Accounts show a loss after tax for the year of £108.9k (cf. a loss after tax of £222.2k in 
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2010/11).  The Statutory Accounts state that 2011/12 financial year “has been one of 

continued reorganisation and adjustment to deliver an organisation that is highly skilled 

but flexible in meeting the demands of the business going forward……….The company 

continues to win or renew programme delivery contracts, and works in collaboration with 

a number of partner organisations in the private and public sectors on local, national, and 

international initiatives………………..The company will be dependent on securing 

additional project funding from both Europe and the UK in the short to medium term.  The 

uncertainties associated with the economic situation for both sources and the overall 

focus on austerity programmes across the European Union will probably result in the 

business continuing to reduce in scale [2011/12 Turnover of £3,922k contrasts with 

2010/11 Turnover of £5,043k]”.  KCC does not hold any shares in Business Support Kent 

Community Interest Company, but it does contract with the company, and has 

representation on the Board by Barbara Cooper, Director of Economic Development at 

KCC. 

UPDATE ON THE DISSOLUTION OF KCC’S DORMANT COMPANIES  

5. The table below shows the progress made to-date (i.e. as at the time of writing this 

report) in dissolving KCC’s dormant companies: 

Company  Current status 

Invicta Services Ltd  See Paragraph 6 below 

Invicta Innovations Ltd Dissolved on 18/12/12 

Kent Access Ltd  Dissolved on 18/12/12  

Kentish Fare Ltd See Paragraph 7 below 

Kent Training Centres Ltd  Dissolved on 18/12/12 

 

6. Re. Invicta Services Limited, the Form DS1 was lodged (by Commercial Services) 

with Companies House on 3/7/12.  The dissolution, however, has been delayed due to 

an objection registered by HMRC.  It should be noted that Invicta Services is a 

dormant company that has never traded.  The reason for HMRC’s objection has yet to 

be clarified, however Companies House has confirmed in writing that “the [HMRC] 

objection is in force until 05/04/2013 after which dissolution action will commence 

provided no further objections are received”. 

7. As reported at the G & A Trading Activities Sub Group meeting on 28 September 

2012, the Directors of Kentish Fare Limited had recommended the company not be 

dissolved, and instead that ownership be transferred to Produced in Kent Limited (a 

course of action supported by KCC’s Corporate Director of Finance and 

Procurement).  This transfer of ownership (specifically the shares held in the name of 

Economic Development Unit Kent Council) was approved at the separate board 

meetings of Kentish Fare Limited and Produced in Kent Limited, both held on 18 

October 2012.  
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RECOMMENDATION 

8. Members are recommended to note the contents of this report for assurance.  

 

Guy Record, BSS, Finance & Procurement 

February 2013 
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By: Mike Hill, Cabinet Member for Customer and Communities  

Des Crilley, Director of Customer Services 

To:  Governance and Audit Committee Trading Activities Sub Group 

Subject: Dissolution of Kent Cultural Trading and Kent on Canvas 

Date:  1 March 2013  

Classified: Unrestricted 

 

 
Summary 
This paper sets out the background to Kent On Canvas and Kent Cultural 
Trading Ltd and the steps taken to re-align the business following recent 
developments, including the rationale for the proposed dissolution of both 
companies. 
 

Background and context 
1. In late 2006, work was commissioned by the then Chief Executive to look at 

KCC’s historical and cultural assets, including the potential development of 
short and long term income generation opportunities. As part of this work, 
‘Kent on Canvas’ was launched in 2008 as an ‘art on demand’ service and 
the project initially met with high levels of demand.  

 
2. Following a series of Freedom of Information requests, the service offer was 

restricted to KCC employees only, as ‘Kent on Canvas’ was deemed by 
Legal Services not to be trading in accordance with the provisions of the 
Local Government Act 2003.  

 
3. In order to regularise the situation, a Cabinet Member decision1 was taken 

to establish ‘Kent on Canvas’ as a limited company. Over the following 
years, it developed various promising opportunities around merchandising, 
digitising, archiving and various partnership prospects. It was then felt that 
these opportunities could best benefit from being under an umbrella 
company and a business case was presented to the G&A Trading Activities 
Sub Group2 following which Kent Cultural Trading Ltd (KCT) was 
established3 as a wholly-owned subsidiary of KCC.  

 
4.  In 2012, Internal Audit examined KCT’s activities and subsequently a 

decision was taken to temporarily cease trading and suspend a member of 
staff. Following the findings of the investigation, advice was sought from 
Legal Services to determine what course of action the council needed to 
consider. 

                                            
1
 09/01404 
2
 17

th
  May 2010 

3
 20

th
 July 2010 
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5. Having agreed to proceed with this course of action and given the loss of 

staff and the temporary freeze in trading, which had impacted on the 
company’s ability to trade effectively, a full assessment of KCT’s trading 
activities was undertaken in order to consider what viable business 
opportunities remained given the ever more uncertain economic climate. If 
dissolution was to be the preferred option, it was essential that KCT assets 
and outstanding opportunities should be looked into to ensure that all 
possible value was extracted from the company.  

 
6. In order to assist with the options analysis, Commercial Services were 

brought in to advise and consider solutions.  
 

7. The business opportunities under review included: 
 

• Kent Library Shop (online shop owned and operated by KCT) 

• Kent on Canvas (online shop owned and operated by KCT) 

• Digital Capture and Data Management Systems 

• Kent Galleria  

• Cleansing product 

• Patient Essentials 

Business options analysis 
8. The following paragraphs set out the key trading activities and opportunities 

that were being pursued by KCT, along with the reasons why the activity 
was eventually discontinued.  

 
9. Kent Library Shop – Online merchandising operation 

 
Discontinued due to: 

• Loss of marketing ability significantly reduced trading volumes 

• Loss of staff capacity to deliver the service 

• Ongoing economic downturn made recovery prospects weak 

• Commercial Services advised situation now made viability poor 
even if transferred to them 

• Potential for new start up capital to be required 

• Temporary freeze in trading contributed to loss of confidence  

• Library review suggested discontinuing given difficulties 
 

10. Kent on Canvas – An online print on demand service to print Kent images 
including photographs and art works onto canvas. 

Discontinued due to:  

• Lost trading volumes and trust after it was required to close 
following requirements to change legal setup 

• Re-branding required due to loss of trust 

• Potential for new start up capital to be required 
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11. Digital Capture and Data Management Systems –The digitisation of art 
work, archive material and registration records, producing high quality 
images and prints and the creation of an indexed database of births, deaths 
and marriage records linked to a simple retrieval system. 

 
Discontinued due to:  

• Significant capital investment required and business case only just 
being prepared  

• Delays by the MD followed by the subsequent investigation, 
coupled with several new entrants to the market, now made this 
opportunity less financially viable 

 
12. Kent Galleria – development of a service offering low-cost website facilities, 

online payment system, order fulfilment and distribution to Kent SMEs. The 
Galleria would highlight similar products and services and provide an 
Amazon-type shopping experience for the customer. The Library Shop and 
other public sector services would also have been promoted. KCT would 
have taken a percentage of each transaction made through the portal. 

 
Discontinued due to:  

• Business case was being prepared and would have required a 
significant capital investment 

 
13. Cleansing product – Spray or liquid able to cleanse hospital facilities far 

more effectively than current market leaders. 
 

Discontinued due to:  

• Research in tandem with Commercial Services proved that the 
information provided by the MD in regard to the opportunity had 
been overstated and Commercial Services advised that the benefits 
were unlikely to deliver a financial gain. 

 
14. Patient Essentials – Service to deliver packs of essential products to 

patients in hospital during their stay. The e-commerce solution including 
logistics was to be provided by KCT Ltd for a commission. 

 
Discontinued due to:  

• Discovery of conflicts of interest with a proposed partner company 
during the course of the investigation 

 
15. Based on the above, and with ongoing financial pressures to consider, along 

with little appetite for further investment, the directors with input from all key 
stakeholders have recommended the dissolution of Kent Cultural Trading 
Ltd and its subsidiaries.  

Next steps 
16. A decision will now be taken in order to voluntarily dissolve both companies. 

Legal Services can then follow the requisite action to have the companies 
dissolved, following which they will be removed from the Companies House 
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register. Operations are currently being wound down prior to the companies 
recommended dissolution. As part of this work, any remaining assets will be 
transferred to KCC for the sum of £1 in order to compensate KCC for any 
losses. 

Finance 
17. The accounts are presented as a separate item on the Agenda. They show 

that KCT for the year ended 31st January 2012 made a loss of £153,958 and 
KoC for the year ended 31st August 2012 made a loss of £4,632. 

18.  There are no outstanding creditors other than KCC. 

Recommendations 
19. Members are recommended to note contents of this report for assurance, 

and to endorse the actions taken, including the: 
 

- approach to minimising reputational loss to the authority;  

- actions taken to reduce the financial impact of losses to local companies 
and the authority and; 

- final steps being taken to dissolve the companies. 

 

Jonathan White 01622 696904 
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From:  Bryan Sweetland, Cabinet Member for Environment, Highways and 
Waste 

  Mike Austerberry, Corporate Director, Enterprise & Environment 
  Ian McPherson, Managing Director, Commercial Services 
    
To:  Governance & Audit Committee, Trading Activities Sub-Group –1st 

March 2013 

Subject: Progress report on the transformation programme to re-align 
Commercial Services following external review of its activities 

Classification: Unrestricted 

 

 
Summary:   Following the last report to this Sub-Group on 28 September 2012, 
significant progress has been made towards implementing the transformation 
programme in Commercial Services. An internal audit review of this progress has 
also been  undertaken. 
 
Recommendations: 
i) The Governance & Audit Trading Activities Sub-Group is asked to note the 
progress in implementing the transformation programme in Commercial Services 
and the contents of the Internal Audit report dated 21st January 2013. 

1. Introduction 

1.1 Commercial Services (CS) is a non-budget funded division of the County 
Council, which funds itself from the income generated by its own activities. It is 
largely, and increasingly, focused on trading outside Kent, and made a net return 
to KCC central funds of £7m in May 2012.  

1.2 The County Council’s policy document Bold Steps for Kent set out the need 
for new approaches to meet the financial challenges facing local government. In 
this context the Cabinet Member for Environment, Highways and Waste and 
Corporate Director for Enterprise & Environment last year commissioned an 
external appraisal of the management, operations, governance and future 
business potential of Commercial Services. 

1.3 This independent review recognised the value that Commercial Services 
added to the County Council and made a number of recommendations concerning 
changes and improvements to governance arrangements and clarification of the 
legal and governance relationship between KCC and Commercial Services. It also 
provided advice on areas of current and future business with the greatest potential 
profitability and sustainability, in order to underpin and strengthen future income 
returns to KCC. 

1.4 The transformation programme has two main aims:  Firstly to make 
Commercial Services a leaner, more efficient business, better equipped to 
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compete in challenging conditions. Secondly, to ensure that it operates clearly at 
“arms length” from KCC with an appropriate company structure. 

1.5 Since the last presentation to the committee there has been significant 
progress which can be summarised as: 

• Reorganisation and rationalisation into 5 customer focused Divisions 
offering: 

o Direct Services:  including Landscapes, FM, Design and Print and 
Transport related services; 

o Care; 
o Recruitment; 
o Energy; and: 
o Education Supplies 

• A determination to exit non profitable and viable business areas as 
exemplified by announcement of exit from the bus and coach business 
later this year; 

• The reduction from five Limited Companies to two; 

• The establishment of a properly balanced Executive to drive the business 
forward; 

• The establishment of a shareholder board to inform the delegated Cabinet 
Member; 

• The alignment of finances with the business divisions; 

• The successful implementation of plans to move to independent premises 
over the next year; 

• The imminent transfer of all staff to the new Limited Companies; 

• The implementation of a detailed business planning process; 

• The impending employment of Non-Executive Directors. 

The programme has been subject to Audit and a summary of the results of the 
Audit is appended. 

2. Proposals 

2.1 Facilitated by the 03 October 2012 Cabinet Members decision 12/01946, 
the transformation programme is well underway and has reconfigured the current 
26 disparate business units into five client-facing divisions. These new business 
divisions will act under the auspices of the two new legal entities, rather than 
under the current five limited company structure.  

2.2 The new business divisions cover the areas of Education, Energy, Care, 
Employment and Direct Services with the sole purpose of returning an income 
dividend to the Council at no cost. 

2.3 The CS Internal Audit report dated 21January 2013 provides a status 
update against the recommendations of the transformation programme. 

3. Financial Implications 

3.1 There are no financial implications. 
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4. Staffing Implications 

4.1 There are no new staffing implications.  A full staff consultation has been 
undertaken on the TUPE transfer of all existing 509 KCC staff, and the 302 KTT 
staff, to one of the two limited companies. TUPE regulations ensure that the 
existing employment terms, and pension provision, of staff transferring to a new 
provider are protected and there will therefore be no adverse impact on 
transferees. CSK Ltd has successfully secured admitted body status to the Local 
Government Pension Scheme in order to provide for the transferred-in pensions.  
Other non LGPS staff will be auto-enrolled into a stakeholder pension scheme 
which has been agreed with the Trades Unions.  All new staff will be employed on 
the new T’s and C’s of one of the two Limited Companies which will include auto-
enrollment in accordance with Government policies. 

5. Equalities Impact Assessment 

5.1 There is no impact and screening reveals no further action is required.     

6. Legal Implications 

6.1 The new companies are being formed with appropriate articles of 
association and align with the protocol relating to Companies in which the Council 
has an interest.  Furthermore a protocol is being developed with the Head of 
Internal Audit of KCC and Internal Audit of Commercial Services and will be 
applied to the new Company with effect from 1st April 2013. 

7. Conclusion 

7.1 The transformation programme is well underway and on target.  The 
remaining actions will be completed on time and are proceeding to schedule. 
Once complete they will enable Commercial Services in future to operate more 
effectively, efficiently and transparently creating a more viable and sustainable 
business platform. 

 

 

Background Documents 

Appendix 1:  Summary of Commercial Services Internal Audit Report on the 
Transformation Programme  
 
Ian McPherson 
Managing Director, Commercial Services 
Gibson Drive, West Malling 
Tel: 5352 (01622 605352) 
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1. Executive Summary 

 

1.1 Introduction 

This review was requested by the Managing Director of Commercial Services (CS) to provide 

an independent opinion on the progress made in respect of implementing the 

transformation programme. 

The objective of this review was to assess the actions taken by management to implement 

and address the recommendations and matters arising from an independent strategic  

review (undertaken in 2011) that resulted in the introduction of the transformation 

programme of CS. 

 

1.2 Audit Opinion High Substantial Adequate Limited None 

The system of control is 

sufficiently sound to 

manage key risks. 

 

     

 

1.3 Rationale for opinion 

Of the original 14 actions arising, eight have been fully implemented, the remainder 

are being actively progressed and are on target. KCC Directors and Members have 

increasingly engaged to understand and monitor the operations of Commercial 

Services via the Shareholder Board, thus improving the oversight function. This has 

further been supported by the recent Cabinet Member decision of the “realignment 

of commercial services company structure” on 3
rd

 October 2012. 

The fully implemented recommendations include: 

• Realignment of reporting to the Corporate Director of Enterprise and 

Environment, who is now also Chair of the Shareholder Board. 

• Establishment of an Executive Management Team aligned to the new 

organisational structure. 

• Appointment of a KCC Head of Procurement. 

• Strengthening the relationship and roles of the KCC Head of Procurement and 

Managing Director of Commercial Services. 

• KCC have adopted the role of Intelligent Customer in respect of procurement. 

• Clarification and agreement has been achieved in respect of pension liabilities, 

deconstruction of annual recharges and premises arrangements. 

• A Commercial Services internal audit function has been established. 

• Reviews were undertaken of each of the business units within Commercial 

Services.  
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1.4 Key recommendations 

The following recommendations, whilst outstanding, are on target to be implemented in full 

and to timetable: 

1. Formally constitute a stand alone business as an Arms Length Organisation, which 

will be fully operational from 1
st

 April 2013. 

2. Progress the creation of an Advisory Board with external advice in the guise of non-

Executive Directors (or similar function), drawn from relevant sections of the market 

that match those delivered by Commercial Services.  

3. A clear Risk Policy covering CS’s risk management philosophy and responsibilities 

should be drafted, approved and published. 

4. The defined vision, mission and objectives for the corporate entity should be 

represented in the individual divisional business plans. 

5. Any financial arrangements should be properly documented at the earliest 

opportunity following establishment of the new companies. 

 

 

The assistance of staff in providing information during the audit is gratefully acknowledged.
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2. Findings 

 

2.1  Background/Context  

In July 2011, Eversheds and BDO were jointly commissioned to undertake a high level 

strategic review of the governance arrangements of Kent Commercial Services (CS). The 

scope of this review covered the following areas: 

• The current governance and assurance arrangements of the whole CS entity. 

• The legality of the current operating and governance arrangements in CS against the 

Companies Act and Local Government legislative requirements. 

• The financial relationship between CS and Kent County Council (KCC), including an 

assessment as to the level of  subsidy (if any) that KCC provides to CS. 

• How well KCC has specified the purpose of CS, how well this aligns with the strategic 

requirements of KCC, and how precisely this is interpreted and delivered by CS. 

 

2.2 Summary of findings 

Following the original BDO/Eversheds report a number of changes were made to the 

operating structure of Commercial Services, with the 25 plus business units being aligned to 

5 divisions, all headed by a Director. The new structure lent itself to a new senior 

management team, resulting in a strengthened Executive being in place by August 2012.  

During the same period a Shareholder Board was formed, consisting of representatives from 

KCC Members, Corporate Directors and CS Executive. The board met monthly and a draft 

Terms of Reference setting out the purpose and remit of the board has been produced and 

considered. 

The recent Cabinet Member decision of the “realignment of commercial services company 

structure” on 3
rd

 October 2012 has significantly helped Commercial Services to progress 

many of the actions arising from the BDO/Eversheds report, in that it formally approved the 

new structure and direction of Commercial Services. 

The decision approved: 

- the formation of two new companies 

- the transfer of staff to the new companies 

- changes in the companies’ Directors 

- the move of operations to a new location 

- delegating authority to the Corporate Director for Enterprise and Environment in 

consultation with the Cabinet member for Environment, Highways and Waste. 

Following the above decision, Commercial Services are now able to implement plans already 

in place to relocate in 2013, and to transfer staff to the new companies and start trading as 

the two new companies from 1
st

 April 2013. 

In preparation for the significant changes, the CS Executive are also in the process of 

reviewing and updating Business Plans to ensure that they are fully aligned with the new 

Mission, Vision and Objectives of Commercial Services as a whole. These have been 
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consistently communicated to CS staff via written and oral briefings from the new Managing 

Director. 

It is anticipated that once the two companies are formally trading from 1
st

 April 2013, this 

will allow for many of the outstanding recommendations to be fully implemented. 

Commercial Services has appropriately waited for the formal decision of Cabinet Members 

to constitute to two new companies. In preparation for this decision the Shareholder Board 

has been heavily consulted and legal advice sought, business unit reviews have been 

completed, which have informed the reorganisation of Commercial Services with the 

introduction of a supporting Executive. 

The decision to start formally trading on 1
st

 April 2013, fits with the start of a new financial 

year and provides time for staff to be sufficiently consulted in preparation of the changes 

and for Directors to produce new business plans aligned to the new structure. 
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By:    Mike Whiting, Cabinet Member for Education, Learning and Skills 
  Patrick Leeson, Corporate Director,  Education, Learning and Skills 

To:  Governance and Audit Trading Activities Sub Group – 1st March 2013 

Subject:  EduKent Progress Report 

Summary: To report on the development of EduKent during 2011 and 2012 and to 

present the governance arrangements put in place.  

UNRESTRICTED 

INTRODUCTION 

1. This report updates Governance and Audit Trading Activities Sub Group on 
EduKent’s current position, its achievements so far and the key issues for 
further development.  In July 2012, the Governance & Audit Trading Activities 
Sub Group received a report on EduKent which made recommendations on 
how best to ensure it can be successful and sustainable.  The Sub Group 
noted EduKent’s progress with a provision that an update be submitted at the 
earliest opportunity, setting out the proposed Governance arrangements.  

2. The report structure is as follows: 

- Background information on the schools/academies market 
- The Governance arrangements for EduKent  
- EduKent’s Strategic Intent 
- Update on EduKent’s progress during 2011 and 2012 

BACKGROUND / THE MARKET 

3.  The exact size of the market is not known but given KCC’s expertise and the 
knowledge that schools, for the present, want to continue their existing 
beneficial relationships with KCC, we believe there is significant potential for 
the services EduKent provides.   

It is important to note that schools have increasing freedoms to commission 
services from an expanding list of suppliers. The market for school 
improvement is becoming increasingly competitive with national and multi-
national organisations competing with EduKent for business in line with 
national policy to increase choice.  

EDUKENT GOVERNANCE 

4. In addition to formal reporting to groups such as Corporate Board and the 
Governance & Audit Trading Activities Sub Group, Patrick Leeson, Corporate 
Director for Education, Learning and Skills has established the EduKent Board 
where he serves as Chair, with the following Officers as regular members: 

Agenda Item 7
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- Keith Abbott, Director of School Resources 

- Peter Bole, Director of ICT 

- Amanda Beer, Corporate Director of HR 

- Sue Rogers, Director of Education, Quality & Standards 

- Rebecca Spore, Director of Property and Infrastructure Support 

- Ian McPherson, Managing Director of Commercial Services 

- Kent Association of Head Teachers representatives (TBC) 

5.  An immediate focus of the EduKent Board is to ensure the delivery of the 
Business Plan for 2013-14. It will also put in place a reporting framework 
where Heads of Service for all services that trade with schools are 
accountable to the Board as well as to their own Directorates.  

6. Additionally, the EduKent Board, in liaison with the Corporate Director Finance 
and Procurement, will ensure that the appropriate accounting procedures and 
costing models are applied to all EduKent traded activities. The accounting 
procedures will result in full 6-month (as well as 12-month) financial reporting.  

STRATEGIC INTENT  

 Bold Steps for Kent: ‘KCC will shape its school support provision so 
 that it is competitive and attractive’. 

7. The Strategic Intent with respect to EduKent was set out in ‘Bold Steps for   
Education’ as part of the overall ‘Bold Steps for Kent’ strategy. EduKent is a 
customer-led unit to support schools and this was clearly spelt out in January 
2011 at Head Teacher briefings. The aim is to ensure that EduKent can 
provide school support services, using our trading experience and expertise to 
offer a competitive package of services to educational settings in Kent and 
beyond at no cost to the taxpayer.  

8. From the outset EduKent has been kept distinct from Commercial Services as             
the aims of the two organisations are different: Commercial Services has a 
clear focus on delivering profit to the County Council from sources beyond its 
borders, whilst EduKent is focused primarily on delivering sustainable services 
within Kent, to its schools and Academies. This ensures that KCC retains a 
strong, strategic relationship with the complete family of Kent educational 
settings, with any profits generated reinvested in improvements to services to 
schools. 

9. EduKent does not provide services itself but acts as the sales and marketing 
function for KCC's schools services and provides their route to market. 
EduKent makes use of its position at the centre of KCC to add value to all its 
services by developing relationships with larger customers (for example, 
school consortia, Academies Trusts, other LAs and Dioceses) that many 
individual services have not been able to develop or serve on their own. 

10. In addition, if Kent is to support school improvement then a key priority for 
EduKent is to develop its status as a broker of services for schools. Even with 
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33 service providers, EduKent is canvassing the views of its customers and is 
procuring new products to meet future needs. 

EDUKENT DEVELOPMENT DURING 2011 AND 2012 

11.   To raise the general profile, improve accessibility and increase sales, an 
overhaul of the EduKent brand and visual identity was required. Following a 
tendering process, a creative agency was appointed, with the remit to design 
an updated website and brochure.  

12.   The launch of the new website and brochure was at the EduKent EXPO and 
Conference on 27th September 2012 at Detling Showground. This had been 
run for the last three years as the Schools’ Finance Conference & Trade Fair. 
The event in 2012 covered a much broader school support services theme, 
incorporating issues other than Finance.  

13. EduKent has attended the Academies Show at Olympia and had more than 
100 leads from interested Schools and Academies from Sussex to the 
Midlands. EduKent will be in attendance at the same show in April 2013 and 
other events throughout the year. 

14.  EduKent is working jointly with Commercial Services to develop business 
beyond Kent. Initial pilot services have been launched with Kent Teach and 
Horton Kirby Environmental Education Centre.  

15. EduKent will seek to develop strategies to enable access to a single process 
or measure for Quality Assurance (QA). One benefit of this QA approach will 
be its contribution towards Customer Service Excellence (CSE) accreditation, 
which will add value to the business for individual Service Providers and 
customers alike.  

RECOMMENDATIONS 

16. Governance and Audit Trading Sub Group are asked to note for assurance: 

• The development of EduKent during 2011 and 2012 

• The EduKent Governance arrangements  

 

Patrick Leeson, Corporate Director 

Keith Abbott, Director 

February 2013 
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